Abstract. This study is investigates the college student's errors on their graph representations making based on the mathematical connections indicators. Pilot studies were conducted with 4 college students of middle to high ability in Graph Theory class. Data analyze revealed that top 3 subject's errors are 1) Finding the relations of a representations to it's concepts and procedures, 2) Applying mathematics in other sciences or real life problems, and 3) Finding relations among procedures of the equivalent representations. Their lack of graph concepts understanding and it's connections plays the major role in their errors. They failed at recognizing and choosing the suitable properties of graph which able to detect the error of their graph representation. So, in order to decrease college student errors in graph representations, we need to strengthen their basic concepts and its connections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph theory is one of mathematical discipline that unseparated from representation making process. Graph itself, especially unlabeled graph, has five representations that have to introduced in the class. They are in form of sets and list (especially for labeled graph), degree sequence (especially for unlabeled graph), graphic of vertexs and edges, adjacent matrix, and incident matrix. Each representation forms of a graph have their own functions in learning process of graph theory and it's application (Suwanti, 2016) .
When make a representation, students have to: (1) understand the procedure, (2) understand which part of the concept that they represented, (3) connect one representation to anothers to know that they are equivalent, and (4) translate a representation to their other forms (Wong, Yin, Yang, & Cheng, 2011) . In other words, students used a lot of their mathematical connection ability involved at process of making a representation. The similar things also occurs to college students when making a graph representations. Rahmawati (2017) said that, translation proses of a representation to their equivalent forms can be done in four stages, they are (1) unpacking the source, (2) preliminary coordination, (3) constructing the target, and (4) determining equivalence. In more complex representations, this stages would be done in one or more translation process through the intermediary representation. A study also pointed out that, students encounter difficulties in making process of graph multi representations, especially on translation of an adjacent matrix to incident matrix and vice versa, because they need the graphic representation as the intermediary to translate from one representation to another (Suwanti, 2016) . Some study pointed out that, student's erorr mostly occurred because they are only memorize the mathematical concepts or procedures without understand them (Rohma & Sutiarso, 2018; Farida, 2015; Andriani, Suastika, & Sesanti, 2017; Murniasih & Suwanti, 2017) . In other words, student's errors in solving mathematics problems emerge because of their lack in understanding the concepts/ procedures of mathematics and their connections. It shows that conceptual and procedural understanding are not the only important factors that caused the students errors, but mathematical connections is also important.
Mathematical connections is an ability to connect mathematics concepts and idea to another concept of both internally in mathematics or other sciences and real life problems (Malasari, Nindiasari, & Jaenudin, 2017) . There are two general types of mathematics connections, they are modeling connections and mathematical connections. Modeling connections is a relation between real life problem or another discipline topics with their mathematics representation. Mathematical connections is a relation of two or more equivalent representations and their procedures (Sapti, 2010) . Sumarmo and Nishitani formulated indicators of mathematical connections ability as : (1) finding the relations of a representations to it's concepts and procedures, (2) understanding the relations among mathematics topics, (3) applying mathematics in other sciences or real life problems, (4) understanding the equivalent representations of a concept, (5) finding relations among procedures of the eqivalent representations, (6) applying the relations among topics in mathematics or between mathematical topics with other topics outside mathematics (Dewi & Kusuma, 2014) . From all the previous descriptions, we can say that student's mathematical connections and representations ability are related to each other.
Acctually, the errors in student's mathematical representations has been researched by some researcher like Tasman, Yenti, & Heriyanti (2016) , who analyze transformation error in mathematics representations, and Suryowati (2015) , who research about student errors ini fractions representation. However, in this study we would like to focus in analyze the college student's error in representation based on mathematical connection indicators. It because the error in representation making, like graph representations, could have been emerge because of their mathematical connections ablity. So, this study aim is to investigate the college student's errors on their graph representations based on the mathematical connections indicators.
II. METHODS
This study employs qulitative research methods. Subjects of the study are 4 mathematics education college students with middle to high ability in graph theory class. The selection of subject are done by test and observation while graph theory class take a place. This study would be carried out by (1) prior observation, (2) representation test, (3) interview, and (4) data analysis.
Prior observation was done to know what problems that occur in instruction process. From informations in observation, the research instruments was constructed to select the research subjects. The test sheet consist of 5 questions about graph representation. The questions was made based on mathematical connections indicators of by Sumarmo and Nishitani (Dewi & Kusuma, 2014) . The subject was chosen by their score in the test. 4 out of 30 college students who take the test was chosen as the subject of this study. 2 of them has average score and the others has high score. The chosen subjects would be interviewed to deeply analyze their errors and mathematical connections. Data from observation, test, and interview would be analyze by qualitative data analyze steps, they are (1) data reductions, (2) data displays, and (3) conclusions.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the purpose of the study, the test sheet was constructed in term of mathematical connections indicators. Mathematical connections indicators tha emerge in every questions could be seen in table I. The mathematical connections ability of each subjects would be examines both from their answers and the reasoning behind. Firstly, we will examines the written errors in each subject's answers. Table 2 is displays their errors based on their answers in the test sheet. Table 2 shows that the most errors occurs at answer of question 3. Just as shown at table 1, question 3 (Q3) was purposely made to examine MC1 and MC5. The representations that involve in Q3 is incident matrix. The most errors also happen at question 5 (Q5). The subject's errors are happen when they translate the real life problem in their suitable mathematical model of graph (MC3). They are able to connect their graphic representation and cycle concept of graph to solve the route problems but never retranslate them to the real life solutions (MC6).
Secondly, each subjects will have a private interview about their answer in every test questions. In this steps, we are not only examine their error answers in the test sheet, but also seeking for the error concepts, procedures, and 18 -23 p-ISSN: 2477 -5967 e-ISSN: 2477 connections which are hiding behind the right answers. Errors are visible in subjects answers, however missconceptions are often hidind behind a correct answers (Luneta & Makonye, 2010) . So, we need to dig deeper their reasoning when work to solve the problems.
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Question 1 (Q1)
Q1 involves 2 graph representations, they are degree sequence and graphic. It was made to emerge MC1 (finding the relations of graphic and degree sequence representation to it's concepts) and MC4 (understanding the equivalent of graph representation in graphic dan degree sequence). Q1 was formed in true false question. As shown in table 1, all of subjects has no error in anwesring Q1. But, as we ask their reasoning behind the answer, RP was failed at MC1. He failed at finding the relations of a graphic representation of a vertex that contain a loop to it's degree concepts. The same thing also happen with HO. Just as Q1, Q2 also in form of true false question. Q2 was purposely made to examine MC1 (finding the relation of degree sequence representation to its concepts) and MC2 (understanding the relation among degree sequence representation and simple graph concepts). Two out of four subjects was made an error in Q2. Firstly YP, he failed both at MC1 and MC2. YP failed to connect between simple graph concepts and degree sequence as graph representation. As shown in fig. 2 , YP assume that only simple graph that have even result in their sum of degree. But in fact, this properti is valid for all kind of graph. It also shows that YP failed to connect degree sequence as graph representation with it's concepts. Secondly HO, his answer was right but there is an error in his reasoning on answer. He had an error at MC2, because failed to identify the relation of maximum vertex degree in simple graph and complete graph's properties. 
Question 3 (Q3)
At Q3, we involve incident matrix as the graph representation. Q3 was made to examine MC1 (finding the relations of incidence matrix representation to it's concepts) and MC5 (finding relations among prosedures of incidence matrix and graphic representation of graph). 3 out of 4 subjects have error in both their answer and reasoning behind it. Firstly AA, he has an error because assume that the number of column and row of incident matrix from three vertex graph was 3. This error emerge because AA connect the incident matrix form only with simple graph where the maximum number of edges could be drawn in n vertex graph was equal to the number of edges of the complete graph with n vertex (Kn). He wasn't consider about a possibility of multiple edges existence. So, AA get errors in MC1 and MC5. Secondly YP,he was correctly used the concept of incident matrix to make three labeled vertices and their labeled incident edges. After that he connect each incident edges with the same label. But YP assume that connect vertex 2 and 3 was wrong. He conclude that there is no corresponding graph with that kind of incident matrix. So YP has error in MC5. The last is HO who has no reasoning in his answer. So, HO has error in MC1 and MC5. 
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Question 4 (Q4)
Q4 was a question about translate a graphic representations of graph to adjacent and incident matrix. Q4 was made to emerge MC2 (understanding the relation among matriks and graph representation concepts), MC4 (understanding the equivalent of graphic, adjacent matrix, and incident matrix representation of graph), and MC5 (finding relations among procedures of graphic, adjacent matrix, and incident matrix representation of a graph). All subjects already use the rigth procedures to translate the representations. Although 2 out of 4 subjects didn't know how to relate the properties of adjacent and incident matrix (such as the sum of coloumn or row entries) to it's graphical representation. This causes the subjects couldn't recheck their own works (MC4). This error in finding the relation of equivalent representations was occur in YP and HO. As for MC2, the slighty miss was done only in YP's work. He wrote the adjacent and incident matrix graph representation without bracket sign as the matrix formula. But he do understand that they are matrix. 
Question 5 (Q5)
Q5 was made to emerge MC3 (applying graphic representation of graph to models a real life problem) and MC6 (applying relation among graphic representation of graph and hamilton cycle to solve police route problem). RP, AA, and HO was made wrong graph to model the real life problems (MC3). RP and HO error was in point 5, 6, and 8 because they assume that to go from 6 to 8, they didn't have to past the 5. As for AA, she also error in point 5 because she don't connect 5 to 6 and 8. This result in her error at finding 4 hamilton cycle to solve the route problems. RP, HO, and AA was knew to use hamilton cycle in graph to find the requested route, but they didn't retranslate their answer to real life solutions even though they do understand it.
Based on the result of interview, we can conclude them in the following table   TABLE III 
SUBJECT'S ERROR BASED ON INTERVIEW
Subjects
Errors from the interview
The subject error from table 3 can be shows in graphic as follows. 
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Finding the relations of a representations to it's concepts and procedures (MC 1)
Almost all of this study subjects has an error in finding relation among graph representations and it's concepts. Even though their errors are in different graph representations. They failed at relate the graph representations and it's properties suchs as their vertex degree in grapichal representation and column/row count in matriks representation.
Graph theory is inseparable from multi representations making process. Understanding the equivalent representations of graph is also connected to the college students conceptual understanding. We can see that in table 3 where two subject with error in finding relation among representation and its concept also has an error in understanding the equivalent representations of a graph and finding relations among procedures of the eqivalent graph representations, especially among incident or adjacent matrix with graphic representations. They couldn't recheck their own work in translating one graph representation to the other forms because they didn't understand how to relate each properties of the representations. Just as Murniasih&Suwanti (2017) said, some factor of colledge student errors are because their lack in concept understanding and finding the appropriate procedures to solve the problems. This will cause the college students inability to recheck the error in their works.
Relate a representation and it's concepts make an easier environment for college students to better understanding graph theory. The college students error in finding the relation of a representation to it's concepts and procedures, shows that their learning process in graph theory not enough to build and solidify their concept of graph in mind. As Suastika (2017) say, with strong grasp of concept in mind, students will be easily solve a problem by relate to it's right concepts.
Applying mathematics in other sciences or real life problems (MC 3)
Error in applying graph concept in other sciences or real life problems also occur in almost subjects. They fail in translate the real life problems to the suitable graph representations. They are too focused in the picture and less attention to the explanation. A study (Wijaya, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, Doorman, & Robitzsch, 2014 ) also said that the most errors that students made when solving contextual-based problems are in comprehending and transforming stage. So, it is important to paying more attention in this two stages to improve colledge students performance in applying graph theory to solving real life problems.
Finding relations among procedures of the equivalent representations (MC 5)
Errors in finding relations among procedures of the equivalent graph representations, mostly occured when matrixs representation of graph involved. It shows from the incorrect steps that the colledge students take to transforms the matrix representation to the other one. Because to make a representation, they have to be able to connect one representation to anothers to know that they are equivalent, and translate them to their other forms (Wong, Yin, Yang, & Cheng, 2011) . This errors was worsened by their lack of ability to relate graph representations to their concepts. So they couldn't recheck the correctness of their equivalent representation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the data analysis can be conclude that : (1) college students errors in finding relations among representations and its concept would also affect error in other indicators of mathematical connections, (2) colledge students lack understanding in relate equivalent representations of graph would increase the chance of error because they couldn't recheck their own work, (3) college students error in applying graph concept to modeling real life problems are because they are too focused in graphical appearance without noticing the informations. Basic concepts of a graph plays a major role in graph representation making process. College students need to connect not only among graph concepts but also other science concepts. So, in order to decrease college student errors in graph representations, we need to strengthen their basic concepts and its connections. For the next study, we could develop a better instrument that examine the error in mathematical connections.
